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About This Game

YEAH! JAM! FURYYYYYY!

Yeah Jam Fury: U, Me, Everybody! tests your speed and ingenuity in over 100 levels of smiley blocks and falls into the abyss.
The mango lies in wait for you to reach out and grab it. And this trio of dudes is just about hungry enough to help you:

Yeah, AKA Mr. Fabricate, takes steady aim and fires blocks to set the path. He's good at controlling everything except his
mouth.

Jam, AKA Mr. Navigate, is so full of energy he literally bounces off the walls. Good luck getting a handle on him.

Fury, AKA Mr. Eradicate, AKA Lover Boy, is the meat. He can't jump, but blocks break in his wake.

Switch dudes, take action, fall, respawn, fall, respawn, wait a moment, fall, respawn, and scale those blocks to GET THAT
MANGOOOOOO!

Key Features

 Over 100 levels of unique puzzle-platforming nonsense

 Create & Share your own machinations with our level builder and the Steam Workshop
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 Dozens of brag-worthy achievements

 Lead the pack on the Steam Leaderboards

 Sturdy support for XInput-based game pads

 ~Whimsical~ cloud save data

 Plug in two or more gamepads for 3-player co-op chaos!
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Title: Yeah Jam Fury: U, Me, Everybody!
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
World Entertainment Studios, LLC, McLeodGaming Inc.
Publisher:
McLeodGaming Inc., World Entertainment Studios, LLC
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or later w/ SSE2 capability

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Hardware Accelerated Graphics with dedicated memory, 1GB memory recommended

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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yeah jam fury u me everybody gameplay. yeah jam fury u me everybody kbh games. yeah jam fury u me everybody free
download. yeah jam fury u me everybody download. yeah jam fury u me everybody wiki. yeah jam fury u me everybody demo.
yeah jam fury u me everybody

It isn't useless in game it vibrates and slowly heals you apparently just so you know!. I've played for maybe 10 minutes.

Looks very good.
Plays well.
Sounds good.

The enemies are too aggressive during the tutorial stage. Dude is trying to tell me what to do and I cant concentrate on what he is
saying because the enemies are climbing in and I have to keep killing them. Its also hard to kill them when the other NPC is
standing in the way, so I cant see them all that well.

So currently I cannot survive long enough to hit the red bar. I will keep trying. I like this game so far.

The trailer that you can't skip is annoying though.. Prior reviewers had the right of this game, interesting concept but plagued by
balance issues.

#1 - if at any of the check in points in the season you're #1 (easy to achieve) then all the other managers start spreading rumors
(-fame) and stealling your gold. Instead they should have gone with the more standard approach of each league having more
adept opponents.

#2 - the wage demands of your team grow exponentially with their levels. This means you rapidly find you have to start sacking
them because they're just too expensive and the actual income from quests doesn't increase at the same rate.

#3 - distance between quests, this keeps growing, which wouldn't be a problem if it weren't for #2 since it obviously slows your
income and requires more weeks of paying salaries between incomes.

The 3 combined means you quickly find your gold depleted for daring to do well.. At first glance, you think, OH! wait this is
just another Legend of Zelda rip off, and you're right for the most part. The game tells you where to go but its up to you to find
out exactly where in the general area of the X on your map that you need to end up. There are dungeons, bosses, trade quest
lines, shops, rupee\/coin currency, potions, bombable walls...etc

Puzzles are abundant, taking advantage of the spells you get along the way to complete certain tasks but often times leave you
exiting a room and re-entering because you accidentally burned a bush or something.

the enemies are abundant, but 99% of the time they are just rendered different colors of enemies you fought at the start of the
game with added HP. each new "ZONE" does offer a new enemy which you haven't encountered but it doesn't change anything
considering right behind it is probably a blob from the beginning but this time its blue or beige.

Bosses are a bit challenging since there is 0 indication on how you should kill them, you'd think a recent spell you just got is the
answer but often times it isn't.

IT REALLY bothers me that there isn't a sword, im about 58% through and still only have magic, it's nice dont get me wrong
but my instinct BEGS me to mash the A button in hopes i will swing something faster than i can fire off magic.

GET USED TO BACKTRACKING!!!!! that is all i will say on that....

PROS:
Great music
Funny dialogue
Pleasing graphics
LOTS of puzzle solving
Simple controls
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Basically a Zelda clone

CONS:
NO SWORD!!!!!!!!!!
Enemies will gang up on you and drain your health faster than you can fire off magic
WAAAAAAY too much backtracking
WAAAAAAY too many collectibles i can handle 1 or 2 things but 4? ugh thats so much when each item has around 25-40

Overall, for the $5 price tag, it's a good purchase. what you are getting is a Zelda Clone that delivers everything Zelda related for
the most part.

OH!!!! i forgot to mention....this game doesnt have many guides if any at all so if you're looking for a game that you'll definitely
get stumped in, then this is for you.

it is 12\/29\/2017 and I have just finished the game. quite a long game IMO. pick this one up for sure. it's like poop on a stick,
but wetter, and ♥♥♥♥♥ier.

nice boobs tho.

10/10
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Balls to the walls.... Easy, fast and addicting...

Maybe it does not worth the 10 \u20ac
But you should give it a try anyways!!!

. Very good, checked for drivers that there would be no way to manually update. Everyone should grab this while it's on sale!
Amazing super future space tetris 3d! Holy crap this game is intense! Exclamations!!!!. Fun survival game for VR. Locomotion
is great! JUst wish their was some options to make the game seem less like you always have to be rushing.. Lots of bugs..
(can get inside stones and more...)
good idiea of the game..can be cool game :D
Need alot of updates to fix alot!
4now this review is bad...[3/10]. I really love this game, so addictive, i love how you can play with real teams and players, so
clear, love the videos of the deliveries. highly recommend this game if you love cricket. Definitley worth the certainly
reasonable price. Lancashire all the way!!!. Eugh. I played Runespell and I tried to like it, I really did. It's based around
Poker/Solitaire mechanics, where you select cards from Solitaire-like stacks and then stack them on to other cards, and if you
complete a Poker hand you get to deal damage. But this game has a fairly punishing difficulty for a game which revolves a lot
around random chance, but even worse, the differences between e.g. a straight and a flush and three of a kind are fairly
minimal, whereas the Straight Flush and Royal Straight Flush are absolutely crushing if you get them. This can result in a fight
being repeated over and over, trying to get the SF/RSF. This means it doesn't feel like you "won" even when you do.

Nevermind that the Runespell mechanics depend on dealing or receiving damage to charge up your Rage... and then you have to
not be hit with Fear, which takes away your hard-won Rage. And it takes precious actions to use Runespells, actions that could
be spent sorting cards into hands and attacking, when the Runespells often cost a lot and are not all that advantageous.

If you are wondering if it has a story... uh. It doesn't, really. You're yet another boring "mysterious wanderer" who remembers
nothing and has no characterization except being Generic Reluctant Hero #8894691, and some special powers because you are
also the Chosen One. The other characters are relatively flat and enjoy very little characterization, and what they do get is fairly
ham-handed... most characters only have about a dozen lines at best, going up to two or three dozen if they're a major villain or
an early ally. And no, it's not a huge cast, either.

If you do play it, buy the Glory I runespell (only costs 10 Rage) at the first opportunity and use it before attacking, every time,
preferably with multiple hands built up to attack from. It's one of the very few Runespells worth your time. Don't waste too
much time on "guard" runespells, as the AI is intelligent enough to avoid attacking while those are up.

Or, better, don't waste your money?. Wish I spent my $0.50 in the gumball machine instead
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